Abstract. A Ritt operator T : X → X on Banach space is a power bounded operator satisfying an estimate n T n − T n−1 ≤ C . When X = L p (Ω) for some 1 < p < ∞, we study the validity of square functions estimates
H ∞ FUNCTIONAL CALCULUS AND SQUARE FUNCTION ESTIMATES FOR RITT OPERATORS CHRISTIAN LE MERDY
Abstract. A Ritt operator T : X → X on Banach space is a power bounded operator satisfying an estimate n T n − T n−1 ≤ C . When X = L p (Ω) for some 1 < p < ∞, we study the validity of square functions estimates
L p x L p for such operators. We show that T and T * both satisfy such estimates if and only if T admits a bounded functional calculus with respect to a Stolz domain. This is a single operator analog of the famous Cowling-Doust-McIntosh-Yagi characterization of bounded H ∞ -calculus on L p -spaces by the boundedness of certain Littlewood-Paley-Stein square functions. We also prove a similar result on Hilbert space. Then we extend the above to more general Banach spaces, where square functions have to be defined in terms of certain Rademacher averages. We focus on noncommutative L p -spaces, where square functions are quite explicit, and we give applications, examples and illustrations on those spaces, as well as on classical L p .
Introduction
Let X be a Banach space and let T : X → X be a bounded operator. If F ⊂ C is any compact set containing the spectrum of T , a natural question is whether there is an estimate (1.1) ϕ(T ) ≤ K sup |ϕ(λ))| : λ ∈ F satisfied by all rational functions ϕ. The mapping ϕ → ϕ(T ) on rational functions is the most elementary form of a 'holomorphic functional calculus' associated to T and (1.1) means that this functional calculus is bounded in an appropriate sense.
The most famous such functional calculus estimate is von Neumann's inequality, which says that if F = D is the closed unit disc centered at 0, then (1.1) holds true with K = 1 for any contraction T on Hilbert space. Von Neumann's inequality was a source of inspiration for the development of various topics around functional calculus estimates on Hilbert space, including polynomial boundedness, K-spectral sets and related similarity problems. We refer the reader to [5, 48, 49, 52] and the references therein for a large information. See also [13, 11] for striking results in the case when F is equal to the numerical range of T .
When X is a non Hilbertian Banach space, our knowledge on operators T : X → X and compact sets F satisfying (1.1) for some K ≥ 1 is quite limited. Positive examples are provided by scalar type operators (see [15] ). A more significant observation is that this issue is closely related to H ∞ -functional calculus associated to sectorial operators and indeed, that topic will play a key role in this paper. H ∞ -functional calculus was introduced by McIntosh and his co-authors in [10, 45] and was then developed and applied successfully to various areas, in particular to the study of maximal regularity for certain PDE's, to harmonic analysis of semigroups, and to multiplier theory. We refer the reader to [32] for relevant information.
In this paper we deal with holomorphic functional calculus for Ritt operators. Recall that by definition, T : X → X is a Ritt operator provided that T is power bounded and there exists a constant C > 0 such that n T n − T n−1 ≤ C for any integer n ≥ 1. In this case, the spectrum of T is included in the closure B γ of a Stolz domain of the unit disc, see Section 2 and Figure 1 below for details. In accordance with the preceding discussion, this leads to the question whether T satisfies an estimate (1.1) for F = B γ . We will say that T has a bounded H ∞ (B γ ) functional calculus in this case (this terminology will be justified in Section 2). The general problem motivating the present work is to characterize Ritt operators having a bounded H ∞ (B γ ) functional calculus for some γ ∈ 0,
and to exhibit explicit classes of operators satisfying this property.
If X = H is a Hilbert space and T : H → H is a bounded operator, we define the 'square function'
Likewise for any measure space (Ω, µ), for any 1 ≤ p < ∞ and for any T :
Let T : X → X be a Ritt operator on either X = H or X = L p (Ω). It was implicitely proved in [39] that if T has a bounded H ∞ (B γ ) functional calculus for some γ ∈ 0, π 2
, then it satisfies a uniform estimate x T x . This paper has two main purposes. First we establish a converse to this result and prove the following. 
We also prove a similar result for Ritt operators on Hilbert space. Second, we investigate relationships between the existence of a bounded H ∞ (B γ ) functional calculus and adapted square function estimates on general Banach spaces. We pay a special attention to noncommutative L p -spaces and prove square function estimates for large classes of Schur multipliers and selfadjoint Markov operators on those spaces.
Ritt operators can be considered as discrete analogs of sectorial operators of type < π 2 , as explained e.g. in [7, 8] or [39, Section 2] . According to this analogy, Theorem 1.1 and its Hilbertian counterpart should be regarded as discrete analogs of the main results of [10, 45] showing the equivalence between the boundedness of H ∞ -functional calculus and some square function estimates for sectorial operators. Likewise, in the noncommutative setting, our results are both an analog and an extension of the main results of the memoir [25] .
The definitions of the discrete square functions (1.2) and (1.3) go back at least to [57] , where they were used to study selfadjoint Markov operators and diffusion semigroups on classical (=commutative) L p -spaces. They appeared in the context of Ritt operators in [28] and [39, 40] .
We now turn to a brief description of the paper. In Sections 2 and 3, we introduce H ∞ (B γ ) functional calculus and square functions for Ritt operators, and we prove basic preliminary results. Our definition of square functions on general Banach spaces relies on Rademacher averages. Regarding such averages as abstract square functions is a well-known principle, see e.g. [54, 30, 25] for illustrations. If T is a Ritt operator, then A = I X − T is a sectorial operator and we show in Section 4 that T has a bounded H ∞ (B γ ) functional calculus for some γ < . This observation, stated as Proposition 4.1, provides a tool to transfer bounded H ∞ -calculus results from the sectorial setting to Ritt operators. There is apparently no similar way to compare square functions associated to T to square functions associated to A. This is at the root of most of the difficulties in our analysis of Ritt operators. Proposition 4.1 will be applied in Section 8, where we give applications and illustrations on Hilbert spaces, classical L p -spaces, and noncommutative L p -spaces. We will make use of R-boundedness and the notion of R-Ritt operators. That class was introduced by Blunck [7, 8] as a discrete counterpart of R-sectorial operators. Our first main result, proved in Section 5, says that if a Ritt operator T :
satisfies condition (ii) in Theorem 1.1 above, then it is actually an R-Ritt operator. In Section 6, we show that on Banach spaces X with finite cotype, any Ritt operator T : X → X with a bounded H ∞ (B γ ) functional calculus satisfies square function estimates. This is based on the study of a strong form of H ∞ -functional calculus called 'quadratic H ∞ -functional calculus', where scalar valued holomorphic functions are replaced by ℓ 2 -valued ones. Section 7 is devoted to the converse problem of whether square function estimates for T and T * imply a bounded H ∞ (B γ ) functional calculus. We show that this holds true whenever T is R-Ritt, and complete the proofs of Theorem 1.1 and similar equivalence results.
We finally give a few notation to be used along this paper. We let B(X) denote the algebra of all bounded operators on X and we let I X denote the identity operator on X (or simply I if there is no ambiguity on X). We let σ(T ) denote the spectrum of an operator T (bounded or not) and we let R(λ, T ) = (λI X − T ) −1 denote the resolvent operator when λ belongs to the resolvent set C \ σ(T ). Next, we let Ran(T ) and Ker(T ) denote the range and the kernel of T , respectively.
For any a ∈ C and r > 0, we let D(a, r) denote the open disc or radius r centered at a. Also, we let D = D(0, 1) denote the open unit disc. For any non empty open set Ø ⊂ C and any Banach space Z, we let H ∞ (Ø; Z) denote the space of all bounded holomorphic functions ϕ : Ø → Z. This is a Banach space for the supremum norm
In the scalar case, we write H ∞ (Ø) instead of H ∞ (Ø; C) and ϕ ∞,Ø instead of ϕ H ∞ (Ø) . Finally we let P denote the algebra of complex polynomials.
In Theorem 1.1 and later on in the paper we use the notation to indicate an inequality up to a constant which does not depend on the particular element to which it applies. Then A(x) ≈ B(x) will mean that we both have A(x) B(x) and B(x) A(x).
Ritt operators and their functional calculus
We start this section with some classical background on the H ∞ -functional calculus associated to sectorial operators. The construction and basic properties below go back to [10, 45] , see also [29, 35] for complements.
For any ω ∈ (0, π), we let
be the open sector of angle 2ω around the positive real axis (0, ∞). Let X be a Banach space. We say that a closed linear operator A : D(A) → X with dense domain D(A) ⊂ X is sectorial of type ω if σ(A) ⊂ Σ ω and for any ν ∈ (ω, π), the set
denote the algebra of all bounded holomorphic functions f : Σ θ → C for which there exists two positive real numbers s, c > 0 such that
where ν ∈ (ω, θ) and the boundary ∂Σ ν is oriented counterclockwise. The sectoriality condition ensures that this integral is absolutely convergent and defines an element of B(X).
Moreover by Cauchy's Theorem, this definition does not depend on the choice of ν. Further the resulting mapping f → f (A) is an algebra homomorphism from H ∞ 0 (Σ θ ) into B(X) which is consistent with the usual functional calculus for rational functions.
We say that A admits a bounded H ∞ (Σ θ ) functional calculus if the latter homomorphism is bounded, that is, there exists a constant K > 0 such that
If A has a dense range and admits a bounded H ∞ (Σ θ ) functional calculus, then the above homomorphism naturally extends to a bounded homomorphism f → f (A) from the whole space
It is well-known that the above construction can be adapted to various contexts, see e.g. [23] and [16] . We shall briefly explain below such a functional calculus construction for Ritt operators. We first recall some background on this class.
We say that an operator T : X → X is a Ritt operator provided that the two sets
are bounded. The following spectral characterization is crucial: T is a Ritt operator if and only if
Indeed this condition is often taken as a definition for Ritt opertors. We refer to [44, 46] for this characterization and also to [47] , which contains the key argument, and to [7, 8] and [39, Section 2] for complements. Let
It follows from the above referred papers that T is a Ritt operator if and only if
We will need quantitative versions of the above equivalence property. For that purpose we introduce the Stolz domains B γ as on Figure 1 below. Namely for any angle γ ∈ 0, π 2
, we let B γ be the interior of the convex hull of 1 and the disc D(0, sin γ). , the set
is bounded. In this case, A = I − T is a sectorial operator of type α.
Proof. Assume that T is a Ritt operator and let us apply (2.5). Let ω ∈ 0, π 2 be a sectorial type of A. Then σ(T ) is both included in D ∪ {1} and in the cone 1 − Σ ω hence there exists
when |λ| > 1, we have R(λ, T ) ≤ C 0 /(|λ| − 1), and hence
. The compact set
is included in the resolvent set of T , hence h is bounded on Λ β . Furthermore
and A is sectorial of type α. Consequently h is bounded outside 1 − Σ β . Altogether, this shows that h is bounded outside B β . The rest of the statement is obvious.
The above lemma leads to the following. , we let
be the space of all bounded holomorphic functions ϕ : B γ → C for which there exists two positive real numbers s, c > 0 such that
Assume that T has type α and γ ∈ α, π 2
. Then for any ϕ ∈ H ∞ 0 (B γ ), we define (2.10)
where β ∈ (α, γ) and the boundary ∂B β is oriented counterclockwise. The boundedness of (λ − 1)R(λ, T ) : λ ∈ ∂B β \ {1} and the assumption (2.9) imply that this integral is absolutely convergent and defines an element of B(X). It does not depend on β and the mapping
, is an algebra homomorphism. Proofs of these facts are similar to the ones in the sectorial case.
We state a technical observation for further use.
Lemma 2.3. Let T be a Ritt operator of type α. Then rT is a Ritt operator for any r ∈ (0, 1) and:
, the set
. It is clear that for any λ ∈ C \ B β and any r ∈ (0, 1),
∈ σ(rT ) and we have
Since the sets
and (µ − 1)R(µ, T ) : µ ∈ C \ B β are bounded, we obtain (1).
Applying Lebesgue's Theorem to (2.10), the assertion (2) follows at once. 
contains rational functions with poles off B γ , and hence polynomials. For any T as above and any r ∈ (0, 1), σ(rT ) = rσ(T ) ⊂ B β , hence the definition of ϕ(rT ) provided by (2.10) is given by the usual Dunford-Riesz functional calculus of rT . It therefore follows from classical properties of that functional calculus and the approximation Lemma 2.3 that for any rational function ϕ with poles off B γ , the above definition of ϕ(T ) coincides with the one obtained by substituing T to the complex variable. This applies in particular to any ϕ ∈ P.
Likewise, recall that since I − T is sectorial one can define its fractional powers (I − T ) δ for any δ > 0. Then this bounded operator coincides with ϕ δ (T ), where ϕ δ is the element of 
for any ϕ ∈ P.
Proof. The 'only if' part is clear from the above discussion. To prove the 'if' part, assume (2.11) on P and consider ϕ ∈ H ∞ 0 (B γ ). Let r ∈ (0, 1), let r ′ ∈ (r, 1) be an auxiliary real number and let Γ be the boundary of r ′ B γ oriented counterclockwise. By Runge's Theorem (see e.g. [56, Thm 13.9]), there exists a sequence (ϕ m ) m≥1 of polynomials such that ϕ m → ϕ uniformly on the compact set r ′ B γ . Since σ(rT ) ⊂ r ′ B γ , we deduce that
Passing to the limit yields ϕ(rT ) ≤ K ϕ ∞,r ′ Bγ . Finally letting r → 1 and applying Lemma 2.3, (2), we deduce ϕ(T ) ≤ K ϕ ∞,Bγ .
The above result is closely related to the following classical notion. Definition 2.6. We say that a bounded operator T : X → X is polynomially bounded if there is a constant K ≥ 1 such that
Obviously any Ritt operator with a bounded H ∞ (B γ ) functional calculus is polynomially bounded. See Proposition 7.6 below for a partial converse.
According to [36, Prop. 5.2] , there exist Ritt operators on Hilbert space which are not polynomially bounded. Thus there exist Ritt operators without any bounded H ∞ (B γ ) functional calculus. Note that various such (counter-)examples can be derived from Proposition 4.1 below or from our Section 8.a.
Remark 2.7. Let T be a Ritt operator of type α, let γ ∈ α,
, and assume that I − T has a dense range. Then I − T is 1-1 by [10, Thm. 3.8] and arguing as in [10, 45] , one can extend the definition of ϕ(T ) to any ϕ ∈ H ∞ (B γ ). Namely let ψ(z) = 1 − z and for
, where (ϕψ)(T ) is defined by (2.10) and ϕ(T ) is defined on D ϕ(T ) = {x ∈ X : (ϕψ)(T )x ∈ Ran(I − T )}. It is easy to check that the domain of ϕ(T ) contains Ran(I − T ), so that ϕ(T ) in densely defined, and that ϕ(T ) is closed. Consequently, ϕ(T ) is bounded if and only if D ϕ(T ) = X.
Assume that T has a bounded
The sectoriality of (I − T ) ensures that (ψ n (T )) n≥1 is bounded. Hence there is a constant K > 0 such that (ϕψ n )(T ) ≤ K ϕ ∞,Bγ for any n ≥ 1. It is easy to check that (ϕψ n )(T )x → ϕ(T )x for any x ∈ Ran(I − T ). This shows the boundedness of ϕ(T ), with the estimate
Remark 2.8. It is clear that the adjoint T * : X * → X * of a Ritt operator T ∈ B(X) (of type α) is a Ritt operator (of type α) as well. In this case, ϕ(T ) * = ϕ(T * ) for any ϕ ∈ H ∞ 0 (B γ ) with γ > α. Hence T * has a bounded H ∞ (B γ ) functional calculus if and only if T has one.
Square functions
On general Banach spaces, square functions of the form (1.2) or (1.3) need to be replaced by suitable Rademacher averages. This short section is devoted to precise definitions of these abstract square functions, as well as to relevant properties of Rademacher norms on certain Banach spaces.
We let (ε k ) k≥1 be a sequence of independent Rademacher variables on some probability space (M, dP). Given any Banach space X, we let Rad(X) denote the closed subspace of the Bochner space L 2 (M; X) spanned by the set {ε k ⊗ x : k ≥ 1, x ∈ X}. Thus for any finite family (x k ) k≥1 of elements of X,
Moreover elements of Rad(X) are sums of convergent series of the form
For any bounded operator T : X → X, for any integer m ≥ 1 and for any x ∈ X, we set
.
More precisely for any x ∈ X and any integer k ≥ 1, set
In particular, the square function · T defined by (1.3) is equivalent to · T,1 .
Likewise, the Rademacher average (3.1) of a finite sequence (
, hence for any T ∈ B(H), we have
Square functions appearing in (3.3) are analogs of well-known square functions associated to sectorial operators on L p -spaces. Namely let A be a sectorial operator of type <
and for any integer m ≥ 1, one may consider
For any t > 0,
as the m-th discrete derivative of the sequence (T k−1 ) k≥1 , then · T,m is the discrete analog of the continuous square function · A,m . Thus Theorem 1.1 is a discrete analog of the main result of [10] showing the equivalence between the boundedness of H ∞ -functional calculus and square function estimates for sectorial operators.
Similar comments apply to the Hilbert space case. In the sequel, the square functions · T,m will be used for Ritt operators (although their definitions make sense for any operator).
Let X be a Banach space. The space Rad(Rad(X)) is the closure of finite sums
, where x ij ∈ X for any i, j ≥ 1. We say that X has property (α) if the above decomposition is unconditional, that is, there exists a constant C > 0 such that for any finite family (x ij ) i,j≥1 of X and any family (t ij ) i,j≥1 of complex numbers,
. Classical L p -spaces (for p < ∞) have property (α), indeed we have an equivalence
for finite families (x ij ) i,j of L p (Ω), which extends (3.2). This actually holds true as well for any Banach lattice with a finite cotype in place of L p (Ω). On the contrary, infinite dimensional noncommutative L p -spaces (for p = 2) do not have property (α). This goes back to [50] , where property (α) was introduced.
We shall now supply more precise information, namely the so-called noncommutative Khintchine inequalilites in one or two variables. In the one-variable case, these inequalities, stated as (3.5) and (3.6) below are due to Lust-Piquard for 1 < p < ∞ [42] and Lust-Piquard and Pisier for p = 1 [43] . The two-variable inequalities (3.7) and (3.8) are taken from [51, pp. 111-112] .
In the sequel we let M be a semifinite von Neumann algebra equipped with a normal semifinite faithful trace and for any 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, we let L p (M) denote the associated noncommutative L p -space. We refer the reader to [54] for background and general information on these spaces. Any element of L p (M) is a (possibly unbounded) operator and for any such x, the modulus of x used in the next formulas will be
, where the infimum runs over all possible decompositions
) associated to the von Neumann algebra M n (M) can be canonically identified with the vector space of all n × n matrices with entries in L p (M). The following equivalences are the noncommutative counterpart of (3.4). If 2 ≤ p < ∞, then n i,j=1
where the infimum runs over all possible decompositions
A transfer principle from sectorial operators to Ritt operators
Let T : X → X be a Ritt operator on an arbitrary Banach space. We noticed in Section 2 that
. The following transfer result will be extremely important for applications. Indeed it allows to apply known results from the theory of H ∞ -calculus for sectorial operators to our context. This principle will be illustrated in Section 8. The proof is a variant of the one of [22, Thm. 8.3] , adapted to our situation (see also [39, Prop. 3.2] ).
Proposition 4.1. The following are equivalent.
Proof. It will be convenient to set
. This is a subset of the cone Σ γ .
Comparing (2.3) and (2.10) and applying Cauchy's Theorem, we see that
These observations imply that A has a bounded H ∞ (Σ γ ) functional calculus. Assume conversely that A admits a bounded H ∞ (Σ θ ) functional calculus for some θ in 0, , we may assume that α < θ. We fix γ ∈ θ, to cos(β)e iβ counterclockwise along the circle of center 1 and radius sin(β). Thus
the juxtaposition of Γ 1 and Γ 2 (see Figure 2 below).
Then again we have f ∞,∆γ = ϕ ∞,Bγ , moreover there exist two positive constants c, s > 0 such that
We may define f 1 :
Clearly these functions are holomorphic on their domains. According to (4.1) and Cauchy's Theorem, we have
Since the distance between Γ 1 and Σ θ \∆ θ is strictly positive and Γ 1 ⊂ ∆ γ , there is a constant
Likewise there is a constant C 2 ≥ 0 (not depending on f ) such that
Combining with (4.5), this yields
Together with (4.6) this shows that f 1 ∈ H ∞ (Σ θ ) and that with C 3 = max{C 1 , 1 + C 2 }, we have
According to the definition of f 1 given by (4.4), zf 1 (z) is bounded when |z| → ∞.
Applying the above estimate and (4.3), we deduce that |g(z)| max{|z| s , |z|} on ∆ θ . These estimates show that g belongs to H ∞ 0 (Σ θ ). We may therefore compute g(A) by means of (2.3), and hence f 1 (A) by
From the assumption (ii), we get a constant C 4 ≥ 0 (not depending on f ) such that
Combining with (4.7), we deduce
The holomorphic function f 2 is defined on an open neighborhood of the spectrum σ(A). Hence f 2 (A) may be defined by the classical Riesz-Dunford functional calculus. Then by Fubini's Theorem and (4.4), we have
Consequently,
We deduce that there is a constant C 5 ≥ 0 (not depending on f ) such that
Using (4.2) and (4.5), it is easy to check that
We deduce (with C = C 3 C 4 + C 5 ) an estimate
which shows the boundedness of the H ∞ (B γ ) functional calculus.
Remark 4.2. We mention another (easier) transfer principle. Let (T t ) t≥0 be a bounded analytic semigroup on X, and let −A denote its infinitesimal generator. For any fixed t ≥ 0, T t is a Ritt operator; this is easy to check, see [59, Section 3] for more on this. Writing ϕ(T t ) = f (A) with f (z) = ϕ(e −tz ), one shows that if A admits a bounded H ∞ (Σ θ ) functional calculus for some θ ∈ 0, π 2 , then T t admits a bounded H ∞ (B γ ) functional calculus for some γ ∈ 0, π 2 .
R-boundedness and R-Ritt operators
This section starts with some background on R-boundedness, a notion which -by nowplays a prominent role in many questions concerning functional calculi, see in particular [29, 30, 60] . R-boundedness was introduced in [6] and significantly developed in [9] . The resulting notion of R-Ritt operator (see below) was first studied by Blunck [7, 8] .
Let X be a Banach space and let E ⊂ B(X) be a set of bounded operators on X. We say that E is R-bounded provided that there exists a constant C ≥ 0 such that for any finite family (T k ) k of E and any finite family (
In this case, we let R(E) denote the smallest possible C. Any R-bounded set E is bounded, with T ≤ R(E) for any T ∈ E. If X = H is a Hilbert space, the converse holds true, because of the isometric isomorphism Rad(H) = ℓ 2 (H). But if X is not isomorphic to a Hilbert space, then the unit ball of B(X) is not R-bounded (see [1] ).
We will use the following convexity result. This is a well-known consequence of [9, Lem. Lemma 5.1. Let J ⊂ R be an interval, let E ⊂ B(X) be an R-bounded set and let K > 0 be a constant. Then the set
A sectorial operator A on X is called R-sectorial of R-type ω provided that σ(A) ⊂ Σ ω and for any ν ∈ (ω, π), the set (2.2) is R-bounded.
Likewise, a Ritt operator T on X is called R-Ritt provided that the two sets in (2.4) are R-bounded. The following is an 'R-bounded' version of (2.5) and Lemma 2.1. We refer to [7] for closely related results. (
such that σ(T ) ⊂ B α and for any β ∈ α, π 2 , the set
Proof. The implications '(i)⇒(ii)' and '(iii)⇒(i)' follow from [7] . The proof of '(ii)⇒(iii)' is parallel to the one of Lemma 2.1, using two elementary but important results on Rboundedness due to L. Weis. The first one says that for any open set Ø ⊂ C and for any compact set F ⊂ Ø, any analytic function Ø → B(X) maps F into an R-bounded subset of B(X) [60, Prop. 2.6]. With the notation of the proof of Lemma 2.1, this implies that the two sets E 1 = h(Λ β ) and E 2 = {h(λ) : |λ| = 2} are R-bounded. The second one is the 'maximum principle' for R-boundedness [60, Prop. 2.8]. Together with the R-boundedness of E 2 , it implies that {h(λ) : |λ| ≥ 2} is R-bounded. With these elements in hand, the adaptation of the proof of Lemma 2.1 is straightforward.
We will say that T is an R-Ritt operator of R-type α if it satisfies condition (iii) of Lemma 5.2. It is clear that in this case, A = I − T is R-sectorial of R-type α.
In the rest of this section, we are going to focus on commutative L p -spaces, see however Remark 5.5. Our objective is the following theorem, which is a key step in our proof of Theorem 1.1. 
Until the end of the proof of this theorem, we fix a bounded operator T :
then it automatically satisfies a uniform estimate
Proof. We will use the following elementary identity that the reader can easily check. For any integer k ≥ 1,
Let x ∈ L p (Ω) and let N ≥ 1 be an integer. According to the above identity we have a function inequality
By a change of indices (letting r = k + 1 − j for any fixed j), we have
According to (3.4), we have an estimate
Furthermore, writing
and applying the assumption (5.3) twice, we see that
x .
Altogether, we obtain the estimate
x , which proves (5.4).
Proof of Theorem 5.3.
Since T is power bounded and X = L p (Ω) is reflexive, the Mean Ergodic Theorem ensures that
Furthermore the two square function estimates (5.2) imply that
Indeed this is implicit in [39, Cor. 3.4] , to which we refer for details. Let (x n ) n≥1 be a finite family of Ran(I − T ), and let (η n ) n≥1 be a sequence of ±1. The above equivalence yields
Averaging over the η n = ±1 and applying (3.4), we obtain that
for x n in Ran(I − T ). Applying Lemma 5.4 and similarly averaging the resulting estimates n η n x n T,2 n η n x n over all η n = ±1, we obtain that
for x n in L p (Ω). Our aim is to show that the two sets in (2.4) are R-bounded. Their restrictions to the kernel Ker(I − T ) clearly have this property. By (5.6) it therefore suffices to consider their restrictions to Ran(I − T ).
Let (x n ) n≥1 be a finite family of Ran(I − T ). Each T n x n belongs to that space hence by (5.7), we have
Using (5.7) we deduce that
This shows the R-boundedness of {T n : n ≥ 1}. Likewise using (5.7) and (5.8), we have
Thus the set {nT n−1 (I − T ) : n ≥ 1} is R-bounded as well, which completes the proof.
Remark 5.5. It is easy to check that the above proof and hence Theorem 5.3 extend to the case when L p (Ω) is replaced by a reflexive Banach space with property (α). In particular this holds true on any reflexive Banach lattice with finite cotype. However we do not know whether Theorem 5.3 holds true on noncommutative L p -spaces.
The above proof can be adapted to the sectorial case, which yields a slight improvement of the main result of [10] . We will explain this point in a separate note [38] .
From H ∞ functional calculus to square functions
The main aim of this section is to determine when a Ritt operator T with a bounded H ∞ 0 (B γ ) functional calculus necessarily satisfies square function estimates x T,m
x . We will show that this holds true on Banach spaces with a finite cotype. We refer the reader e.g. to [14] for information on cotype.
For that purpose, we investigate a strong form of bounded holomorphic functional calculus which is somehow natural in order to make connections with square functions. We consider both the sectorial case and the Ritt case.
Let f 1 , . . . , f n be a finite family of H ∞ (Ø), for some non empty open set Ø ⊂ C. In the sequel we let
Equivalently, let (e 1 , . . . , e n ) be the canonical basis of the Hermitian space ℓ 2 n , then
In the following definitions, X is an arbitrary Banach space.
Definition 6.1.
(1) Let A be a sectorial operator of type ω ∈ (0, π) on X, and let θ ∈ (ω, π). We say that A admits a quadratic H ∞ (Σ θ ) functional calculus if there exists a constant K > 0 such that for any n ≥ 1, for any f 1 , . . . , f n in H ∞ 0 (Σ θ ), and for any x ∈ X,
(2) Let T be a Ritt operator of type α ∈ 0, π 2 on X, and let γ ∈ α, π 2
. We say that T admits a quadratic H ∞ (B γ ) functional calculus if there exists a constant K > 0 such that for any n ≥ 1, for any ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ n in H ∞ 0 (B γ ), and for any x ∈ X,
Arguing as in Proposition 2.5, one can restrict to polynomials in Part (2). It is clear that any sectorial operator with a quadratic H ∞ (Σ θ ) functional calculus has a bounded H ∞ (Σ θ ) functional calculus. We will see in Proposition 6.7 that the converse does not hold true. We are going to show however that up to a change of angle, that converse holds true on a large class of Banach spaces. We will need the following remarkable estimate of Kaiser 
for any finite family (α kl ) k,l≥1 of complex numbers and any finite family (x k ) ≥1 of X. ∈ (θ, π) .
Proof. The proof relies on a decomposition principle for holomorphic functions, due to E. Franks and A. McIntosh. Let 0 < θ < ν < π be two angles. That decomposition principle says that there exists a constant C > 0, and two sequences (F k ) k≥1 and (
(c) For any Banach space Z and for any function F ∈ H ∞ (Σ ν ; Z), there exists a bounded sequence (b k ) k≥1 in Z such that
and
Indeed, [16, Prop. 3 .1] and the last paragraph of [16, Section 3] show this property for Z = C. However it is easy to check that the proof works as well for Z-valued holomorphic functions. Since A admits a bounded H ∞ (Σ θ ) functional calculus, we have a uniform estimate
for finite families (η k ) k≥1 of complex numbers. Hence by (a), we have
We will apply property (c) with
, and consider
Let (b k ) k≥1 be the bounded sequence of ℓ 2 n provided by (c), and write b k = (α k1 , α k2 , . . . , α kn ) for any k ≥ 1. Then
for any l = 1, . . . , n, and
by (c) and (6.1). For any l = 1, . . . , n and any integer m ≥ 1, we consider the function
which belongs to H ∞ 0 (Σ ν ) and approximates f l by (6.6). Let x ∈ X. By the Khintchine-Kahane inequality (see e.g. [41, Thm. 1.e.13]), we have
For any x 1 , . . . , x m in X, we have
by (6.4) . Applying this estimate with x k = l ε l (u)α kl G k (A)x and integrating over (u, v) ∈ M × M, we deduce that
By assumption, X has finite cotype. Hence it follows from Lemma 6.2 and (6.7) that
Moreover according to (6.5), we have
x . Thus we finally obtain
We deduce the expected result by an entirely classical approximation process, that we explain for the convenience of the reader. For any ε ∈ (0, 1), set A ε = (εI + A)(I + εA) −1 . Then A ε is bounded and invertible, its spectrum is a compact subset of Σ θ , and it follows from Cauchy's Theorem that for some contour Γ ε of finite length included in the open set Σ θ , we have
Since h m,l → f l pointwise and sup m,z |h m,l (z)| < ∞ , the above integral representation ensures that
for any l = 1, . . . , n, by [35, Lem. 2.4] . Now observe that the A ε 's uniformly admit a bounded H ∞ (Σ θ ) functional calculus, that is, there exists a constant K > 0 such that h(A ε ) ≤ K h ∞,Σ θ for any h ∈ H ∞ 0 (Σ θ ) and any ε ∈ (0, 1). It therefore follows from the above proof that there is a constant K ′ > 0 such that
for any m ≥ 1 and any ε ∈ (0, 1). Then (6.2) follows from (6.8).
We now state a similar result for Ritt operators and their functional calculus. Proof. There are two ways to get to this result. The first one is to mimic the proof of Theorem 6.3, using a Franks-McIntosh decomposition adapted to Stolz domains. The existence of such decompositions follows from [16, Section 5] .
The second way is to observe that the transfer principle stated as Proposition 4.1 holds true (with essentially the same proof) for the quadratic functional calculus. Namely with A = I − T , the following are equivalent:
Hence the result follows from Theorem 6.3, the implication '(i)⇒(ii)' of Proposition 4.1 and the implication '(ii)⇒(i)' above.
Banach spaces with property (α) have finite cotype, hence they satisfy Theorems 6.3 and 6.4. It turns out that a much stronger H ∞ calculus property holds on those spaces, as follows.
Proposition 6.5. Assume that X has property (α).
(1) Let A be a sectotial operator on X with a bounded H ∞ (Σ θ ) functional calculus. Then for any ν ∈ (θ, π), there exists a constant K > 0 such that , there exists a constant K > 0 such that
for any n ≥ 1, for any matrix [ϕ lj ] of elements of H ∞ 0 (B ν ) and for any x 1 , . . . , x n in X.
Proof. A Banach space X with property (α) satisfies the following property: there exists a constant C > 0 such that for any n ≥ 1, for any finite family (b k ) k≥1 of elements of M n that we denote by b k = [b k (l, j)] 1≤l,j≤n and for any n-tuple (x k1 ) k≥1 , . . . , (x kn ) k≥1 of families in X,
. This strengthening of (6.3) for those spaces is due to Haak and Kunstmann [20, Lem. 5.2] (see also [19] ).
Let us explain (1). We consider an n × n matrix [f lj ] of elements of H ∞ 0 (Σ ν ) and we associate F ∈ H ∞ (Σ ν ; M n ) defined by
Then arguing as in the proof of Theorem 6.3 and applying the Franks-McIntosh decomposition principle with Z = M n , we find a sequence (
for any l, j = 1, . . . , n, and
Using the above results in the place of (6.6) and (6.7), the estimate (6.11) in the place of (6.3), and arguing as in the proof of Theorem 6.3, we obtain (6.9). Details are left to the reader. Part (2) can be deduced from part (1) in the same manner that Theorem 6.4 was deduced from Theorem 6.3.
Part (2) of the above proposition generalizes [39, Thm. 3.3] , where this property is proved for (commutative) L p -spaces.
Remark 6.6. Property (6.9) means that the homomorphism H ∞ 0 (Σ ν ) → B(X) induced by the functional calculus is matricially R-bounded in the sense of [31, Section 4] . Restricting this property to column matrices, we obtain the property proved in Theorem 6.3. On the other hand, restricting (6.9) to diagonal matrices, we find the following result of Kalton-Weis [30] (see also [32, Thm. 12.8] ): if A has a bounded H ∞ (Σ θ ) functional calculus on X with property (α), then for any ν ∈ (θ, π), the functional calculus homomorphism H ∞ 0 (Σ ν ) → B(X) maps the unit ball of H ∞ 0 (Σ ν ) into an R-bounded subset of B(X).
We are now going to show that Theorem 6.3 does not hold true on all Banach spaces, namely the next proposition shows that it fails on c 0 . A similar construction shows that Theorem 6.4 also fails on c 0 .
Proposition 6.7. Let A : c 0 → c 0 be defined by
Then A is a sectorial operator and for any θ ∈ (0, π):
Proof. The facts that A is sectorial and that property (1) holds are easy. Indeed, for any θ ∈ (0, π) and any
for any w = (w j ) j≥1 in c 0 , and hence
To prove (2), let us assume that A admits a quadratic H ∞ (Σ θ ) functional calculus for some θ ∈ (0, π). Let (e j ) j≥1 denote the canonical basis of c 0 . For any integers n, m ≥ 1, for any w 1 , . . . , w m in C and any
Hence there is a constant C ≥ 0 (not depending on n, m, w j ) such that
, By an entirely classical approximation argument, the above estimate holds as well when the f l 's belong to H ∞ (Σ θ ). Applying this with w j = 1 for all j, one obtains (6.12)
. Then Q n is onto and the vectorial form of Carleson's Interpolation Theorem (see [17, VII.2] ) ensures that its lifting constant is bounded by a universal constant not depending on either m or n. Thus there is a constant K ≥ 1 such that for any family (α lj ) 1≤j≤m, 1≤l≤n of complex numbers there exists
for any 1 ≤ j ≤ m, 1 ≤ l ≤ n. It therefore follows from (6.12) that (6.13)
Let n ≥ 1 be an integer. Since the unit ball of ℓ 2 n is compact, there exists a finite family (y 1 , . . . , y m ) of that unit ball such that (6.14)
y ℓ 2 n ≤ 2 sup | y, y j | : j = 1, . . . , m for any y ∈ ℓ 2 n . Let (h 1 , . . . , h n ) be an orthonormal basis of ℓ 2 n , and let
Then the supremum in the right handside of (6.13) is equal to sup j y j , hence is less than or equal to 1. Consequently,
≤ CK.
Now observe that for any
Since (h 1 , . . . , h n ) is an orthonormal basis, the norm of
n is equal to n 1 2 . Aplyinh (6.14), we deduce that
Integrating over M, this yields n 1 2 ≤ 2CK for any n ≥ 1, a contradiction. We now come back to the question addressed at the beginning of this section. The following classical result will be used in the next proof: If a Banach space X does not contain c 0 (as an isomorphic subspace), then a series k ε k ⊗ x k converges in L 2 (M; X) if and only if its partial sums are uniformly bounded (see [33] ). . Then for any m ≥ 1, T satisfies a uniform estimate (6.15) x T,m x , x ∈ X.
Proof. According to the property discussed before the statement, it suffices to show the existence of a constant K > 0 such that for any n ≥ 1 and any x ∈ X,
This is obtained by applying Definition 6.1, (2), with
see the proof of [39, Thm. 3.3] for the details.
Let us finally summarize what we obtain by combining Theorem 6.4 and Proposition 6.8. Recall that a Banach space with finite cotype cannot contain c 0 .
Corollary 6.9. Assume that X has finite cotype. Let T : X → X be a Ritt operator with a bounded H ∞ (B γ ) functional calculus for some γ ∈ 0,
. Then it satisfies a square function estimate (6.15) for any m ≥ 1. In an early version of this paper, Theorem 6.3 was stated under the assumption that X satisfies an estimate (6.3). I had overlooked [27, Cor. 3.4] and realized only recently that (6.3) is the same as 'finite cotype'. This led to the present neater presentation of Section 6.
Bernhard Haak and Markus Haase have informed me that they obtained a variant of Theorem 6.3 in a work in progress (see [21] ). This work is independent of mine, and was undertaken several months ago.
From square functions to H ∞ functional calculus
This section is devoted to the issue of showing that a Ritt operator has a bounded H ∞ -functional calculus with respect to a Stolz domain B γ , provided that it satisfies suitable square function estimates. We consider an arbitrary Banach space X and first establish a general result, namely Theorem 7.3 below. Then we consider special cases in the last part of the section. 
Proof. We will prove this result in the 'R-Ritt case' only, the 'Ritt case' being similar and simpler. We fix a real number β ∈ (α, γ). Recall Lemma 5.2 and let
For any function ϕ ∈ H ∞ 0 (B γ ) and any integer k ≥ 1, we have
Hence by Lemma 5.1, we have
The finiteness of the latter supremum is well-known, see e.g. [58, Lem. 2.1] and its proof.
The result follows at once.
Lemma 7.2. Let T : X → X be a Ritt operator. For any x ∈ Ran(I − T ), we have
Proof. Let N ≥ 1 be an integer. First, we have
Then we compute
and we note that
Putting these identities together, we obtain that
Since T is a Ritt operator, the four sequences
are bounded (see [58, Lem. 2.1] ). If x = (I − T )z is an element of Ran(I − T ), the boundedness of S 3 implies that
when N → ∞. Then the boundedness of the sequence S 2 implies that we actually have
for any x in the closure Ran(I − T ). Likewise, using S 2 , S 1 and S 0 , we have for any x ∈ Ran(I − T ). Thus applying (7.1) yields the result. Note moreover that T 3 is a Ritt operator. Let ϕ ∈ P such that ϕ(1) = 0 and consider x ∈ X. Then ϕ(T )x ∈ Ran(I − T ) hence applying Lemma 7.2 to T 3 and the above observations, we obtain
We set ψ(T ) = (I + T + T 2 ) 3 /2 for convenience, so that 2ψ(T )(I − T ) 3 = (I − T 3 ) 3 . Then for any y ∈ X * , we derive
and hence
by Cauchy-Schwarz. Thus for any integer N ≥ 1, we have
by Lemma 7.1. Applying our assumptions, we deduce that
Since x and y are arbitrary, this implies an estimate ϕ(T ) ϕ ∞,Bγ for polynomials vanishing at 1. Writing any polynomial as ϕ = ϕ(1) + (ϕ − ϕ(1)), we immediatly derive a similar estimate for all polynomials. This yields the result by Proposition 2.5. Theorem 7.3 fails if we remove one of the two square function estimates in the assumption. This will follow from Proposition 8.2.
We finally consider a special case and combinations with results from the previous sections. Following [29] , we say that a Banach space X has property (∆) if the triangular projection is bounded on Rad(Rad(X)), that is, there exists a constant C > 0 such that for finite doubly indexed families (x kl ) k,l≥1 of X, k≥1 l≥k
That condition is clearly weaker than (α). Furthermore any UMD Banach space has property (∆), by [29, Prop. 3.2] . Thus any noncommutative L p -space with 1 < p < ∞ has property (∆). On the other hand, property (∆) does not hold uniformly on the spaces ℓ ∞ n , hence any Banach space with property (∆) has finite cotype.
It follows from [29, Thm. 5.3 ] that if A is a sectorial operator on X with property (∆) and A admits a bounded H ∞ (Σ θ ) for some θ < , then T is R-Ritt.
Combining further with Corollary 6.9, we obtain the following equivalence result. 
is a commutative L p -space with 1 < p < ∞, then demanding that T is R-Ritt in condition (ii) is superfluous, by Theorem 5.3. In this case, the above statement yields Theorem 1.1. According to this discussion and Remark 5.5, Theorem 1.1 holds true as well on any reflexive space with property (α).
We conclude this section with an observation of independent interest on the role of the R-Ritt condition in the study of H ∞ (B γ ) functional calculus. Recall Definition 2.6. The R-boundedness assumption is essential in the above result. Indeed with F. Lancien we show in [34] the existence of Ritt operators which are polynomially bounded without admitting any bounded H ∞ (B γ ) functional calculus.
Examples and illustrations
In this final section, we give complements for the following 3 classes of Banach spaces: Hilbert spaces, commutative L p -spaces, noncommutative L p -spaces. We give either characterizations of Ritt operators satisfying the equivalent conditions of Corollary 7.5, or exhibit classes of examples satisfying these conditions.
8.a. Hilbert spaces.
Let H be a Hilbert space. Two bounded operators S, T : H → H are called similar provided that there is an invertible operator V ∈ B(H) such that S = V −1 T V . In particular we say that T is similar to a contraction if there is an invertible operator V ∈ B(H) such that V −1 T V ≤ 1. This is equivalent to the existence of an equivalent Hilbertian norm on H with respect to which T is contractive. Any T similar to a contraction is polynomially bounded (by von Neumann's inequality). Pisier's negative solution to the Halmos problem asserts that the converse is wrong, see [52] for details and complements on similarity problems. It is known however that any Ritt operator which is polynomially bounded is necessarily similar to a contraction, see [36, 12] . The next statement (which may be known to some similarity specialists) is a refinement of that result, also containing the Hilbert space version of Theorem 1.1.
Note that the class of Ritt operators is stable under similarity. Proof. It follows from [28, Thm. 4.7] that T is a Ritt operator if it satisfies (ii). With this result in hands, the equivalence between (i) and (ii) reduces to Corollary 7.5.
If T satisfies (iii), then it is polynomially bounded (see the discussion above). Hence it satisfies (i) by Proposition 7.6.
Assume (ii). Recall (5.6) (with X = H) and let P : H → H be the projection onto Ker(I − T ) whose kernel equals Ran(I − T ). Then we have an equivalence
Indeed this follows from the proof of [28, Thm. 4.7] , see also [39, Cor. 3.4] . Let |||x||| denote the right handside of (8.1). Then |||· ||| is an equivalent Hilbertian norm on H. Further for any x ∈ H,
This implies that T is a contraction on H, |||· ||| . Thus T is similar to a contraction, which shows (iii).
A natural question (also making sense on general Banach spaces) is whether one can get rid of one of the two square function estimates of (ii) in the above equivalence result. It turns out that the answer is negative. if and only if T is R-Ritt and there exists a constant C > 0 such that the following three estimates hold:
(1) For any x ∈ L p (M),
(3) For any y ∈ L p ′ (M), there exists two sequences (u k ) k≥1 and
for any k ≥ 1, and
We will now exhibit two classes of examples satisfying the conditions of the above corollary. We start with Schur multipliers. Here our von Neumann algebra is B(ℓ 2 ), the trace τ is the usual trace and the associated noncommutative L p -spaces are the Schatten classes that we denote by S p . We represent any element of B(ℓ 2 ) by a bi-infinite matrix is the usual way. We recall that a bounded Schur multiplier on B(ℓ 2 ) is a bounded map T : B(ℓ 2 ) → B(ℓ 2 ) of the form (8.4) [ 
In particular, any contractive Schur multiplier T : B(ℓ 2 ) → B(ℓ 2 ) extends to a contraction on S p for any p. In this case, the complex numbers t ij given by (8.4) have modulus ≤ 1. Moreover, T : S 2 → S 2 is selfadjoint (in the usual Hilbertian sense) if and only if the associated matrix [t ij ] i,j≥1 is real valued.
We say that a semigroup (T t ) t≥0 of contractive Schur multipliers on B(ℓ 2 ) is w * -continuous if w * -lim t→0 T t (x) = x for any x ∈ B(ℓ 2 ). In this case, (T t ) t≥0 extends to a strongly continuous semigroup of S p for any 1 ≤ p < ∞. Further we say that (T t ) t≥0 is selfadjoint provided that T t : S 2 → S 2 is selfadjoint for any t ≥ 0. See [25, Chapter 5] for the more general notion of noncommutative diffusion semigroup.
. Thus the result now follows from Proposition 4.1 and Corollary 8. 4 .
We now prove (1). Under our assumption, the square operator T 2 : B(ℓ 2 ) → B(ℓ 2 ) is a contractive Schur multiplier, and its associated matrix is [t 2 ij ] i,j≥1 . Hence T 2 satisfies part (2) of the present corollary. Let 1 < p < ∞. Since polynomial boundedness is implied by the existence of a bounded H ∞ (B γ ) functional calculus, we deduce from (2) that there exists a constant K p ≥ 1 such that
Any polynomial ϕ admits a (necessarily unique) decomposition
and it is easy to check that
Writing ϕ(T ) = ϕ 1 (T 2 ) + T ϕ 2 (T 2 ), we deduce that
(2) If T : M → M satisfies the Rota dilation property, then it is a Markov map and its L 2 -realization is positive in the Hilbertian sense. Hence it satisfies Proposition 8.7. In this case, the latter statement strengthens [25, Cor. 10.9] , where weaker square function estimates were established for opertors with the Rota dilation property.
(3) For any selfadjoint Schur multiplier (resp. Markov map) T , the square operator T 2 satisfies the second part of Corollary 8.6 (resp. Proposition 8.7). Hence it satisfies an estimate
x L p .
